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An exploration of the dynamic and innovative architecture and interiors commissioned by Louis

Vuitton.Â  A prescient advocate of contemporary interiors and architecture, Louis Vuitton continues

to encourage innovation and playfulness in the designs of their retail spaces without losing sight of

the essence of luxury central to its identity. This process of designing places to display high-style

objects has created a new venue for cutting-edge architecture and transformed city

streetscapes.This exploration of Louis Vuittonâ€™s international stores, as well as industrial sites

and unrealized projects, includes interviews with some of todayâ€™s most talented architects and

designers who discuss the beautiful and complex structures they have produced in collaboration

with Louis Vuitton. This book examines the physical aspects of these buildings as well as the ideas

that went into their composition. Acting as both a backdrop for luxurious retail goods and the

physical manifestation of the brand, these spaces are a genre unto themselves that invite

exploration. With luxurious finishes and unexpected textures, these fantastic buildings represent the

intersection of fashion and interior design.Â  The book includes interviews with Jun Aoki, Peter

Marino, Christian de Portzamparc, David McNulty, and Christian Reyne.
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I bought this book because I'm fond of Louis Vuitton handbags, and find myself inspired by the

luxurious interiors of all the boutiques I've visited. Whether it's a small boutique inside of a large

department store, or a freestanding Louis Vuitton shop, the interiors and exteriors are always well



designed in the most beautiful of ways.This book highlights several different international Louis

Vuitton shops, and gives a wealth of information provided from the designers and architects

themselves. There are rough sketches and floor plans of the boutiques, along with informative

passages describing how they were built and designed. The pictures are glossy and stunning, and

sure to leave you craving more Louis Vuitton. Even those who are not fans of the Louis Vuitton

brand can appreciate the architectural information provided in this book.The book itself is huge,

bigger than even Vogue: The Covers. It should be noted that the cover of this book does not look

like the picture. It is a monochrome, shiny silver. (Amanda)

This book is dedicated to interior designers or architects, (not to fashion lovers or enthusiasts) and

covers main concept boutiques of LV. It is a milestone on luxury goods world in the way of interiors

architecture. A must to have item, with photographs and detailed information on boutiques, the

concepts used to construct those concept boutiques, of this prestigious brand in the luxury world.

First off I want to say that the book is beautiful. It has great big pictures and everything is perfectly

laid out. BUT if you're hoping for a book about Louis Vuttion as a fashion designer or any of his

clothing then this is not the book. I went ahead and gave it 4 stars because it is beautiful but not

something I would say a fashionistas would want to add to their fashion collection. More if your

interested in architecture.

The cover look very use ! !! some marks , red ones ..............and I paid the same amount that in the

L V store

mine experience was good!!!
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